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ccepting uniquely engineered
solutions and looking out for
a technologically better product has gained popularity in the Indian
packaging sector, primarily functioning
as an unorganised sector. The packaging
industry in India is expected to grow at
a CAGR of 26.7%, with Quality differentiation and Compliance Authentication
being two crucial areas for the global
and partially domestic market. There
are very few manufacturers across the
globe having patented processes in
their packaging and manufacturing procedure to provide high-quality foams
with multiple industrial utilities. Parva
Foam and Packaging Technologies is an
emerging name in the Indian packaging
industry, with its sight set on becoming
the apex service provider in India. It is
a turnkey solution provider capable of
designing packages under the product
specifications of its consumers.
Mr RoshanSannappa, Sales Director
for Parva Foam and Packaging Technologies, says, “Commitment, Integrity
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and Persistence plays a crucial role in
the value created by ParvaFoam in the
market. Most of the time customers
underestimate the complexity of the
foam-specification process, we at Parva
Foam and Packaging Technologies use
each sales enquiry to educate potential
customers about the importance of selecting materials based on the end application. Our message for the customers is
by all means contact us when you think
you need ‘just’ a sheet of foam, for your
development or commercial volumes,
but you will discover that we can provide so much more, from guidance in
choosing the right foam to a complete
value solution beyond engineering and
logistics.”

In-house scope of Customising Packages

Roshan says, “Currently, we have an operational and manufacturing facility located in Bangalore. We are utilizing the
various technologies for manufacturing
and conversion including die punching
machine, CNC based milling machines,
Horizontal Slicing and Vertical slicing
machines, Thermal Laminating machines to process the raw materials of
foam and other packaging accessories
to produce end finished products and
can now do more than 1lac foam inserts
in a month as per consumer needs. In
this pandemic period, we have invested
heavily in infrastructural development
on equipment and facility for raw material inventory. Parva Foam & Packaging
Technologies”— whichis an authorized
Indian exclusive business partner for
the AZOTE® range of polyolefin foams
from Zotefoams plc, the world leader
in closed cell, crosslinked foams. These
foams are used extensively in a host of
markets, including automotive, aerospace, product protection, industrial
parts, marine, construction, military,
medical, and sports and leisure , foams
are widely used for specific product protection applications, such as preventing
electrostatic discharge (ESD) , skin contact applications globally.”
We are geared up to deliver com-

plete packaging solutions to customers on a commercial scale- high quality
XLPE foams converted into any end
component based on customer requirements, XLPE foam trays with specific
electronic applications which are antistatic or conductive volumetrically can
be produced on a large scale for specific
electronic storage and packaging, -die
punched foot insoles for medical applications is a ready solution for insole
customers, foam padded boxes made
up of aluminum, honeycomb panels, PP
corrugated sheets, wooden boxes for
shipping of critical or sensitive products
is a offering we have in our portfolio.
Foam fitment along with Pelican cases
used specifically in defense applications
could be delivered. With our huge inventory for customers, we greatly reduce
the turnaround time for deliver, thus reducing the effort for customers to stock
up inventory and we could delivery their
requirements in a staggered way based
on their packaging timeslots of manufacturing, hence we are a one stop solution for our valuable customers when it
comes to specialized custom packaging
as well.

Roadmap Ahead

Roshan concludes, “We are focused on
consumer education and making them
aware of the utility of technology and
engineering in the packaging industry.
Customers prefer innovative packaging
in terms of an increase in product stability, re-usability with aesthetic values.
We aim to obtain ISO certification along
with several Lab accreditations and excelling our compliance requirements as
per the global standards. We aim to be
the top 5 complete packaging solution
providers in the Asian market and being
among the top 3 in India. The company’s
investments are not limited to its aspirations for the Indian market. We are
focused on creating significant global
credibility for Parva Foam and Packaging Technologies.”

